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On this website, you can find the complete menu of Sanquhar Chinese from SANQUHAR. Currently, there are 16
meals and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You

can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Sanquhar Chinese:
The food in his Chinese is fine, nothing special just exactly what you would expect from loads of Chinese take
aways, I have never been disappointed by a bad meal. My only gripe would be the length of time they take to

prepare your food. I waited for about 35mins tonight, which I'd pretty normal for them and it wasn't busy. I'm from
Glasgow and they can turn sn order round in about 15 20 mins when busy xx read more. What David Mateus

doesn't like about Sanquhar Chinese:
I went to this restaurant sometimes, the chinese food is more tasty also less greasy.... But in this restaurant you

see, lack of professionalism I ordered a dish that is no reference that is spicy and you can not eat with the
amount of chili or black pepper. Also some meat have to butchered to be served, I think in Uk you have restrited

rules in quality and health and high standars, so I dont advice to go to this pla... read more. Experience in
SANQUHAR Chinese from SANQUHAR the diversity of delicious Chinese cuisine, traditionally cooked in a

wok, For you, the dishes are normally prepared in the shortest time and fresh. The meals are prepared
according to authentic Asian style, Furthermore, the visitors love the creative combination of different dishes with

new and partially experimental ingredients - a nice example of successful Asian Fusion.
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Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Sauce�
CURRY SAUCE

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Noodle�
CHICKEN NOODLE

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

Sauce�, Chutney� & �tra�
GRAVY

Südindisch� Gericht�
PEPPER CHICKEN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Soup an� Sala�
CHICKEN NOODLE SOUP

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

TOSTADAS

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

TRAVEL

MEAT

PORK MEAT
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